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Dornith Doherty
Archiving Eden (2008 and ongoing)

Dornith Doherty has worked with biologists at some of the most 
important seed banks in the world. Using x-ray equipment, she has 
documented seeds and tissue samples, which she later transforms 
into collages. She says that “magnified x-rays have an amazing 
visual power, recording what is invisible to the human eye, 
inspiring me to think about life and time on a macro and micro 
scale”.

In the display tables, you can see Doherty’s photographs of the 
laboratories and vaults themselves. These range from an antique 
wood-panelled herbarium in St Petersburg, Russia, to a hi-tech 
biogenics lab in Brasília. 

About the artist

Dornith Doherty has an MFA in Photography from Yale University and 
is a 2012 Guggenheim Foundation Fellow. Her work has been exhibited 
widely, including Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas; 
Bluecoat, Liverpool, England; Museum Belvédère, Heerenveen, Netherlands; 
and Museum of Photography, Rafaela, Argentina. Doherty’s work is held in 
collections including Frontier Science & Technology Research Foundation, 
Boston; Goldman-Sachs Corporation, New York; Museet Fotokunst, Odense, 
Denmark; and the National Center for Genetic Resources Preservation, Fort 
Collins, Colorado. Her work has featured in BBC’s Focus magazine, New 
Yorker, Oxford Literary Journal, Wall Street Journal, and Wired magazine. 
The book Archiving Eden is published by Schilt.
www.dornithdoherty.com



Sant Khalsa
Trees and Seedlings (2000 to 2020) 

Trees and Seedlings feature images of trees that have been burnt 
in forest fires in California and elsewhere. The images have been 
inserted into lengths of poplar wood, which lean against the wall 
like planks for sale in a lumberyard. Light moves through the 
transparent photographs, projecting the tree images on 
the wall. The artist says, “these one-of-a-kind objects address both 
the fragility and resilience of nature. They represent the cycle of 
life (birth, life, death, and rebirth), the memory of the forest and 
the promise of new growth”.

This version of Trees and Seedlings has been made especially 
for the exhibition by Khalsa in collaboration with Yorkshire based 
sculptor Dominic Hopkinson. 

About the artist

Sant Khalsa has exhibited internationally in over 175 exhibitions, and is 
represented in museum collections including the Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art, Center for Creative Photography in Tucson, and Nevada 
Museum of Art, as well as private and corporate collections in the US and 
Europe. Her work has featured in Art in America, Artforum, Afterimage, 
American Photo, European Photography, British Journal of Photography, 
Huffington Post, and Los Angeles Times, among others. She has lectured 
extensively, including The Getty Center; Los Angeles County Museum of 
Art; Center for Creative Photography in Tucson, Arizona; and American 
Photography Institute at New York University. Khalsa is the inaugural 
recipient of the Society for Photographic Education Insight Award (2012) for 
her significant contributions to the field of photography.  
www.santkhalsa.com



Sant Khalsa
Growing Air (1992 and ongoing) 

Almost thirty years ago, Sant Khalsa planted over a thousand 
ponderosa pine seedlings in Holcomb Valley in the Southern 
California mountains. Much of the forest in the valley had been cut 
down by settlers during the gold rush of the 1860s.

Over the years, Khalsa has documented her relationship with the 
evolving forest in many ways. The display here includes a video of 
the initial planting in 1992, and a colour photograph taken in 2017 
depicting a large grove of tall healthy trees. 

The seedlings planted by Khalsa continue to flourish, helping to 
re-forest the area. The air quality and watershed ecosystem have 
improved, making the area a better habitat for wildlife.



Chrystel Lebas
Field Studies: Walking through 
Landscapes and Archives (2011 to 2017)

Chrystel Lebas has followed in the footsteps of Sir Edward James 
Salisbury (1886–1978). Salisbury was a botanist and director of Kew 
Gardens in London, which holds one of the world’s most important 
plant collections. Salisbury made early studies of plants in their 
natural habitats in the British Isles. Working with the Natural 
History Museum in London, Lebas investigated Salisbury’s archive, 
original maps and inscriptions on his glass negatives to locate and 
photograph the same habitats almost a hundred years later. 

The colour photographs from her Re-visiting series are 
accompanied by GPS coordinates and framed maps with 
information on the locations and species found. They are 
displayed alongside black and white prints made by Lebas from 
Salisbury’s original glass negatives.

About the artist

A graduate from the Royal College of Art (1997), Lebas has exhibited 
widely, at venues including Scottish National Gallery, Edinburgh; The 
Photographers’ Gallery, London; Maryland Art Space, Baltimore; Palais des 
Beaux-Arts, Brussels; and Palais de Tokyo, Paris. Her work is held in private 
and public collections including Victoria and Albert Museum; Bibliothèque 
Nationale, Paris; The Citigroup Private Bank; and The Wilson Center for 
Photography. Her book Field Studies: Walking through Landscapes and 
Archives, published to accompany her recent major solo exhibition at Huis 
Marseille Museum for Photography, Amsterdam, won the Kraszna Krausz 
Best Photography Book Award 2018 and Best Dutch Book Design Award 
2016. www.chrystellebas.com



Chrystel Lebas
Weeds and Aliens Studies: 
London Rocket (2017)

Sisymbrium irio L. is the Latin name for an edible plant species 
known as London Rocket. The plant got its name because it 
thrived after the Great Fire of London in 1666. However, by the 
mid- 20th century, it had almost vanished. When botanist Sir 
Edward James Salisbury made a study of bomb sites after the 
Second Great Fire of London, in 1940, he failed to find a single 
specimen. 

In 2017, Lebas discovered London Rocket growing in the cracks in 
the pavement near her home in South London. She made a series 
of photograms, placing the plant directly onto photographic paper 
to create unique prints. Her aim, she says, was “to elevate the 
status of this simple weed”.



Heidi Morstang
Ringhorndalen (2020) 
This series of electron micrographs is exhibited for the first time 
in Seedscapes. Heidi Morstang used an electron microscope to 
depict seeds found in Ringhorndalen. This Arctic oasis is located 
in Spitzbergen, one of the islands that make up the Svalbard 
Archipelago, halfway between mainland Norway and the North 
Pole. Scientists and ecologists have declared it a biodiversity 
hotspot, following a number of recent discoveries of flora and 
fauna.

With the collaboration of biologists at the University Centre in 
Svalbard and the Svalbard Global Seed Vault, Morstang obtained 
seed samples, some of which she carefully sliced to expose the 
interiors before photographing. She says these images reveal “the 
other-worldy landscapes within tiny seeds that emerge as imprints 
of the landscape of the valley”.

About the artist

Heidi Morstang has worked with moving image, photography and 
experimental documentary for more than 20 years. She has exhibited her 
photographic work and screened her films internationally, most recently 
at International Science Film Festival, St. Petersburg, Russia; Krakow 
Film Festival, Poland; Royal Norwegian Embassy, London; Museo de Arte 
Contemporaneo de Santander y Cantabria, Spain; and The Science 
Museum, London. Her work is represented in numerous private and public 
collections. www.hcmorstang.co.uk

The artist thanks Glenn Harper of Plymouth Electron Microscopy Centre for his support 
and assistance in creating this work. Pernille Bronken Eidesen at Svalbard University 
Centre, Norway, for providing the Svalbard flora seeds. Åsmund Åsdahl, Coordinator of 
Operation and Management at the Svalbard Global Seed Vault and NordGen, for advice 
and support.



Heidi Morstang
Prosperous Mountain (2013) 

Heidi Morstang’s film takes the viewer on a journey to the Svalbard 
Global Seed Vault, located on a remote island in the Arctic 
Norwegian Archipelago, halfway between mainland Norway and 
the North Pole. The vault is built deep inside a mountain in the 
permafrost, where the ground is continuously frozen. This acts 
as a natural freezer for seeds, which need to be kept cold for 
conservation. Described by its owners The Crop Trust as ‘the 
final back up’, the purpose-built facility is the largest secure seed 
storage in the world. The vault currently safeguards over one 
million seed varieties, including one third of the world’s food crop 
seeds. Heidi Morstang says, “I am interested in the environmental, 
geo-political, cultural, and archaeological histories embedded 
in landscapes. Prosperous Mountain presents multiple human 
interventions: conservation, transport and mining.” 

Credits

Director, Editor, Script, Producer Heidi C. Morstang
Cinematography                                        Patrik Säfström FNF
Sound Design and Mix  Paul Donovan
Foley Artist                                                  Ben Jones
Colourist                                                     Christian Short
Post Production Manager Miles Hall
Post Production Films at 59

The artist thanks Roland Von Bothmer, Botanist and Scientist Emeritus, NordGen, for his 
generous advice during filming and facilitating access to the Svalbard Global Seed 
Vault. Cary Fowler, Founder of the Svalbard Global Seed Vault and former Executive 
Director of the Crop Trust, for his generous support for artists’ work, and his vision and 
work for the preservation of seeds. Åsmund Åsdahl, Coordinator of Operation and 
Management at 

15 minutes 47 seconds



Liz Orton
Splitters and Lumpers (2012)

Liz Orton has photographed bundles of plant specimens in Kew 
Herbarium. These specimens are collected and donated from 
across the world. Orton’s images reveal plant stems, seeds and 
leaves wrapped in basic packaging, such as newspapers from 
their country of origin. These specimens wait to be identified and 
classified by taxonomists.

Splitters and Lumpers refers to approaches to categorisation. 
‘Splitters’ emphasise differences between specimens, while 
‘Lumpers’ emphasise similarities. The artist says, “I am interested 
in the tension between subjective and scientific approaches to 
plants. Nature is always evolving, and taxonomy relies on individual 
judgements as much as fixed certainties”. 

About the artist

Liz Orton is Mead Fellow at the University of the Arts London. She is the 
recipient of a Wellcome Trust Arts Award to investigate the social and 
cultural aspects of medical imaging. She was selected for ‘Next Generation: 
Future Greats’ by Aesthetica magazine, and has exhibited in group shows 
including Stour Space, London; Photofusion, London; and Guernsey Photo 
Festival. Her recent body of work, A Handful of Soil for the Whole Horizon, 
was shortlisted for the MACK Photography Prize 2016 and was exhibited at 
the Photographers’ Gallery, London.
www.lizorton.co.uk



Liz Orton
Herbarium of Exinction (2020)

This handmade concertina book has been created by Liz 
Orton especially for Seedscapes. The book features her own 
photographs alongside modified scans of extinct and endangered 
species, chosen from the digital archive at Kew Herbarium. A 
herbarium is a reference collection of dried specimens: a library 
of plants. The specimens come from all over the world, and date 
back as far as 1840.

Extinction is a part of evolution, but the current loss of plant 
species is estimated at 500 times the natural rate. Orton says, 
“It is important to acknowledge that botanic archives are rooted 
in colonial histories. I also wanted to highlight acts of care by 
individuals and institutions, and show how people can intervene in 
the future of plants”. 



Aloe pembana
1995, Tanzania 
Critically endangered

Brugmansia suaveolens 
1874, Brazil
Extinct in the wild

Streptocarpus 
burttianus
1990, Tanzania
Critically endangered

Dypsis sanctaemariae 
1994, Madagascar 
Critically endangered

Dypsis pervillei
1841, Madagascar
Critically endangered 

Philodendron williamsii 
1870, Brazil
Status unknown, rare in 
the wild

Eragrostis deflexa
1916, Hawaii
Rare

Myosotis petiolata 
c.1850, New Zealand 
Rare / nationally critical

Phyllacanthus 
grisebachianus 
1860, Cuba
Extinct

Chrysophyllum 
januariense  
1872, Brazil
Extinct

Liz Orton
Herbarium of Extinction: Index of specimens
The specimen images featured in the concertina book are based on scans from the 
collection of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. The information presented here is based 
on Liz Orton’s own research, using a range of sources including The International Union 
for Conservation of Nature’s Red List of Threatened Species. Orton states, “some plants 
names may have changed since they were collected. Conservation categories, such as 
extinct and critically endangered, are rarely definitive, and can change over time as new 
evidence emerges”. 



Encephalartos 
brevifoliolatus 
1990, South Africa  
Extinct in the wild 

Delissea niihauensis 
1959, Hawaii Niihau
Extinct

Arabis fructicosa 
pre-1867, USA
Status unknown

Diplazium laffanianum  
1985, Bermuda 
Extinct in the wild

Memecylon buxoides
2001, Kenya
Critically endangered

Weberbauerella 
raimondiana
1957, Peru
Endangered

Tulipa billietiana 
1873, France
Very rare in the wild 

Eucharis lehmannii 
Undated, Colombia 
Extinct

Monardella 
leucocephala 
1938, USA
Presumed extinct

Orbexilum stipulatum 
1842, USA
Extinct

Eucharis lehmannii
1888, Colombia
Extinct

Dypsis pumila
1949, Madagascar 
Critically endangered

Diplazium 
laffanianum  
2007, Bermuda  
Extinct in the wild Many thanks to Kew Herbarium for 

consenting to the use of the images in 
this project. © Liz Orton 2020



Print and mount sponsor:

About the curator

Liz Wells is one of the UK’s foremost photography scholars, specialising in landscape 
and the environment. She has curated numerous exhibitions, including Light Touch
(Baltimore Washington International Airport, 2014); Futureland Now – John Kippin, 
Chris Wainwright (Laing Gallery, Newcastle, 2012), Sense of Place, European Landscape 
Photography (BOZAR, Brussels, 2012); and Landscapes of Exploration, British Art from 
Antarctica (touring the UK 2012–2015). She is the author of Land Matters, Landscape 
Photography, Culture and Identity (2011), and has written numerous essays on 
photography and environment. She is series editor for Photography, Place, Environment, 
Bloomsbury Academic. Liz Wells is Professor Emeritus in Photographic Culture at 
University of Plymouth, and formerly convened the research group, Land/Water and 
the Visual Arts. In 2017, she was awarded an honorary doctorate from the University of 
Gothenburg, Sweden.

Credits

This guide was produced to accompany the exhibition Seedscapes: Future-Proofing 
Nature, held at Impressions Gallery from 2 September to 12 December 2020 and touring 
to RAMM (Royal Albert Memorial Museum & Art Gallery), Exeter, and The Dick Institute, 
Kilmarnock, in 2021. 

Seedscapes: Future-Proofing Nature is curated by Liz Wells, with creative producer Pippa 
Oldfield. An Impressions Gallery touring exhibition in association with the Royal Albert 
Memorial Museum & Art Gallery, Exeter City Council and The Dick Institute, Kilmarnock, 
East Ayrshire.

Please cite this resource as Impressions Gallery (2020) ‘Seedscapes: Future-Proofing 
Nature: Exhibition Guide’, Bradford: Impressions Gallery

© Impressions Gallery, 2020




